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D. Brandenberger, M. V. Zelenov

‘Modern History of Russia’ Journal (Journal): You’ve 
just published a critical edition of the History of the Commu-
nist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks): Short Course that 
focuses on I. V. Stalin’s editorial interventions into the text. 
What is the Short Course and why does it matter today?

David Brandenberger: The Short Course is a Sta-
lin-era textbook on party history that was designed for mass 
consumption and indoctrination. I. V. Stalin, it turns out, not 
only commissioned the writing of the book, but edited it be-
fore its release. Because the Short Course was officially 
advertised as having been compiled under the supervision 
of a Central Committee commission, it immediately became 
the centerpiece of the Bolshevik canon upon its publication 
in September 1938. The Short Course then remained at the 
center of party ideology and propaganda until N. S. Khrush-
chev denounced it in 1956  at the Twentieth Party Congress. 
Before the Short Course was withdrawn from circulation, ap-
proximately 40 million copies of it had been printed in over a 
dozen languages, making it one of the most widely published 
books in the twentieth century. 

It bears mentioning that the Short Course had quite 
an afterlife after 1956 as well. Despite being withdrawn from 
circulation, the textbook’s structuring of Bolshevik and state 
history remained central to the party canon in the USSR into 
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the Gorbachev period. Outside the USSR, the Short Course continued to affect 
party- and state-building priorities in the People’s Republic of China into the 1970s. 
Outside of the communist bloc, the Short Course structured many critiques of Stalin 
and Stalinism and serves as a symbol of dogmatism to the present day.

Journal: Could you go into greater detail about the various ways that the Short 
Course has been understood since its release in 1938?

David Brandenberger: In the USSR, the Short Course was Stalin’s master 
narrative on party and state history. It scripted not only party indoctrination and prop-
aganda, but depictions of Soviet history in mass culture, theater, film and the display 
cases of the country’s museums. During the postwar period, the Short Course was 
also used as a blueprint for the building of socialist societies within the people’s 
democracies of Eastern Europe. It played much the same role in Maoist China, pro-
viding instruction on how to build socialism well into the 1970s2. 

Perhaps the first and most influential critic of the Short Course and Stalin’s 
role in its writing was Khrushchev, who famously assailed his former mentor in his 
1956  Secret Speech. Exposing Stalin’s crimes and deviations from the Leninist 
path, Khrushchev used the Short Course to illustrate his predecessor’s ostensible 
penchant for exaggerating and distorting his role within the party’s official historical 
narrative. “Does this book correctly depict the party’s efforts in the socialist transfor-
mation of our country, in the construction of a socialist society, in the industrialization 
and collectivization of our country?” Khrushchev asked. “Does it correctly depict the 
other steps taken by the party, which unerringly followed the path outlined by Lenin? 
No  — the book speaks principally about Stalin, about his speeches and about his 
reports. Everything is tied to his name without the smallest exception.” Continuing, 
Khrushchev chided the former leader: “And when Stalin claimed that he himself 
had written the Short Course on the History of the All-Union Communist Party (Bol-
sheviks), this arouses nothing less than indignation. Can a Marxist-Leninist really 
write about himself in such a way, praising himself to the skies?”3 Invoking the Short 
Course to demonstrate Stalin’s immodesty, Khrushchev connected many of the 
book’s idiosyncrasies to his predecessor’s ostensibly craven need for recognition 
and self-aggrandizement. This for Khrushchev made the Short Course a key element 
of the cult of personality, which in turn was said to explain many of the excesses of 
the Stalin period.

Khrushchev’s speech proved formative in nearly all subsequent assessments 
of the Short Course. In the USSR, B. M. Ponomarev, for instance, denounced the 
Short Course for the way it had ossified party history into schematic and formulaic 
thinking and stymied new theoretical work on Marxism-Leninism4. Outside of the 
communist bloc, the Short Course was regarded as a prime example of everything 
that was wrong with Marxism-Leninism. Sovietologists such as Leonard Shapiro, 
Paul Avrich and Sydney Ploss published analyses in 1960s and 1970s that essen-
tially repeated Khrushchev’s criticisms of the text5. Robert C. Tucker went further to 
contend that the Short Course should be read as a cultic biography of sorts — an 
indoctrinational tool not only for Soviet society, but for Stalin himself, who apparently 
suffered from a severe inferiority complex6. Still other critics viewed the Short Course 
as epitomizing the dogmatism of Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism. Intellectual historians 
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like Leszek Kołakowski and Andrzei Walicki viewed it as a paradigmatic example of 
totalitarian thought7.

Between the mid-1960s and the advent of M. S. Gorbachev’s glasnost’ pro-
gram, historians in the USSR observed an unofficial taboo in regard to critical com-
mentary on the Short Course. Starting in 1988, however, N. N. Maslov published a 
number of revelations about the Short Course stemming from archival research. That 
said, he then reiterated Khrushchev’s connection of the text chiefly to the cult of 
personality. D. A. Volkogonov denounced the book as not only a cornerstone of the 
cult of personality, but an “encyclopedia of dogma” responsible for ossifying critical 
thought and reformist thinking in the USSR. R. A. Medvedev expressed similar con-
cerns about the book’s dogmatism8. Only a handful of scholars aside from Maslov 
and Volkogonov have looked carefully at the archival documents associated with the 
Short Course since their declassification early in the 1990s9.

Ultimately, much of the existing scholarship on the Short Course should be 
considered methodologically suspect. Accepting Khrushchev’s hyperbolic, politi-
cized denunciation of Stalin at face value, virtually all of these commentators have 
sought to expand this indictment, influenced more by George Orwell, Hannah Arendt 
and the clinical Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders than by the 
historical record itself10.

Journal: Why did you feel a critical edition of this text was necessary?
David Brandenberger: Although the Short Course played a massive role in 

both the writing of Stalinist party history and in its anti-Stalinist critique, the text’s 
actual genealogy has never been fully investigated, analyzed or assessed. This crit-
ical edition resolves precisely what Stalin interpolated and excised from the Short 
Course, clarifying his role in the writing of this all-important book. In so doing, it 
reveals a lot about Stalin’s efforts to shape historical memory in the USSR. What’s 
more, this critical edition provides unparalleled insight into Stalin’s understanding of 
party history — both in a holistic sense and in terms of important trends, key events 
and decisive individuals

My involvement in this project stretches back over 20 years. Back in the 1990s, 
when I was working on my PhD dissertation and first book11, I uncovered traces of 
Stalin’s editing of the Short Course in the party archives in Moscow. That said, I also 
found the materials to be paradoxically both voluminous and incomplete. For that 
reason, I decided to set the project aside.

I returned to the Short Course in 2006  for my second book12 after extensive 
consultations with M. V. Zelenov, the-then reigning authority on the textbook. With 
Zelenov’s help, I realized that Stalin’s editing did more than just advance the per-
sonality cult — indeed, his interpolations and excisions revised the official party line 
on key issues in Bolshevik history. Of particular note here are the Short Course’s 
accounts of 1917, the civil war, industrialization, collectivization, the Comintern, the 
Ezhovshchina, etc.

In 2008, I mentioned these findings in passing to Jonathan Brent, the-then ed-
itor of Yale University Press (YUP). Intrigued, he promptly offered me a contract for 
my second book and at the same time invited Zelenov and me to develop a critical 
edition of the Short Course for Yale’s Annals of Communism series. It took us ten 
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years to complete the English edition of the project. Rosspen has agreed to publish 
the Russian edition and released a volume of documents in 2014; a second volume 
focusing on the Short Course itself will likely go to press in about two years13.

Journal: Could you please describe the process by which you developed this 
edition?

Mikhail Zelenov: Our research began by systematically combing through the 
relevant holdings of an array of archives in Moscow. We began with RGASPI — the 
Russian State Archive of Socio-Political Documentation — where we traced the de-
cision-making resolutions of leading party organs. At the same time, we examined 
the papers of various institutions concerned with propaganda, agitation, education 
and publishing, as well as an array of collections of personal papers associated 
with people central to our story — A. A. Zhdanov, Em. Iaroslavskii, P. N. Pospelov and 
others. Particularly important to our work was Stalin’s personal archive, which was 
expanded in 1999 to accommodate new materials transferred from the Presidential 
Archive of the Russian Federation (APRF). We also worked in other archives aside 
from RGASPI — the State Archive of Recent History (RGANI), the State Archive of the 
Russian Federation (GARF), the Russian State Military Archive (RGVA), the Central 
State Archive of the City of Moscow (TsGA Moskvy). We searched fruitlessly in still 
others14.

After we identified materials important to our investigation, we attempted to 
synthesize them together into a coherent chronological framework. Some of this 
work was quite straightforward, inasmuch as many of the documents were properly 
dated and catalogued. Others, however, were undated and/or miscatalogued. Drafts 
of executive and administrative directives presented a major challenge in this regard. 
Still more challenging was the organization and analysis of thousands of pages of 
early and intermediate draft chapters of the Short Course. 

In the end, days, weeks and even months were spent on the comparative anal-
ysis of different pieces of writing in order to systematize them into a schema that 
would help us to understand the relationship between them. This allowed us not 
only to establish the internal history of the editorial process, but to determine the 
authorship of individual draft chapters and key editorial interventions. Much of this 
analysis took place while working side-by-side in the RGASPI reading room; other 
consultations took place afterhours at my kitchen table. Still other collaborative work 
was conducted on opposite sides of the globe, mediated through Skype and email 
interfaces that allowed for the intensive communication and consultation necessary 
to ultimately produce key breakthroughs.

Much of this work required painstaking textual comparisons in order to trace 
the evolution of key sections of the Short Course. A lot of it was done by hand, 
particularly when the documents under analysis were handwritten or contained ex-
tensive marginalia. Less frequently, drafts were digitally scanned and then converted 
by Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software into word-processing files that 
allowed them to be subjected to computerized comparative analysis. 

In the end, a summary record of all of Stalin’s editorial interventions into 
the text was developed by comparing Iaroslavskii and Pospelov’s final prototype 
draft of the Short Course to the final version of the text that was published in  
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September 1938. Stalin’s interpolations in this critical edition are represented in 
italics; his excisions are rendered in strikeout. Because of the complexity of the chal-
lenge of orthographically representing all of the changes that Stalin made to the text 
in the critical edition, we decided to record in Stalin’s Master Narrative only those 
changes that actually made it into print. Intermediate drafts and abortive editorial 
changes are not reflected in Stalin’s Master Narrative. 

Ultimately, we hope to produce a more layered, comprehensive record of 
Stalin’s interpolations and excisions for the Russian edition of this critical edition 
in 2–3 years. Three factors precluded such an agenda in the present edition. First, 
YUP contracted the manuscript to run 500,000 words — a word-count that was not 
generous enough to accommodate extensive appendixes or footnotes. Second, 
YUP required the text to be designed for undergraduates, graduate students and 
educated non-specialist audiences — something that precluded the inclusion of ex-
otic orthography or a massive scholarly apparatus. Third, we discovered during our 
research that although the Short Course’s archival record is uncommonly rich, it is 
far from complete. Many chapters of Stalin’s Short Course lack intermediate drafts; 
several are missing enough material to provide only minimal detail on his editorial 
process. 

The unevenness of the archival record ultimately suggested to us that the 
American version of this critical edition should provide a summary of Stalin’s editorial 
interventions. At present, we expect the forthcoming Russian edition to contain much 
more detail on the layered nature of Stalin’s editorial work.

Joseph Stalin at his desk. Late 1930s. (RGASPI, f. 558, op. 11, d. 1650, 
l. 19ob.)
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Journal: What is the history behind the conception, planning and writing of 
the Short Course?

David Brandenberger: The Short Course’s origins date back to the late 
1920s, when the party leadership expressed frustration over the lack of a single, of-
ficial line on party history. Stalin spurred this new “search for a usable past”15 forward 
in 1931 with his famous letter to Proletarskaia revoliutsiia, in which he complained 
about the “scholastic” nature of existing party histories and called for a new, more 
approachable catechism for mass indoctrination and mobilization. 

In the end, despite official support and consultations, it took party historians 
the better part of six years to develop a new party history. And ironically, when Sta-
lin’s court historians Iaroslavskii and Pospelov finally delivered the page proofs of 
the prototype Short Course to him in April 1938, Stalin found the text unsatisfactory. 
Refusing to authorize its release, he proceeded to rewrite vast stretches of it that 
summer before its publication in September 1938.

Journal: How do you understand Stalin’s edits — what did he tend to add and 
what did he delete?

Mikhail Zelenov: There are several categories of Stalin’s interventions into the 
text. First, it’s worth mentioning that Stalin was a compulsive editor and read reports, 
draft legislation and even books with a pencil or chemical crayon in hand, proofing 
as he went. He was pedantic about terminology and preferred formal, sober writing. 
He disliked flowery language, as well as literary devices like foreshadowing.

Second, Stalin was concerned about the clarity of writing for mass audiences 
and insisted that the Short Course’s narrative be tightly structured around a handful 
of key themes. This led him to strike huge amounts of detail, lengthy digressions and 
even entire subsections of the text in order to foreground what he felt were the most 
important priorities of the manuscript.

Even more interestingly, Stalin meddled with the central theme of the Short 
Course — its red thread. When Stalin’s court historians delivered the prototype Short 
Course to him in April 1938, they had structured the text around themes that he had 
sanctioned earlier in 1937. The Bolsheviks, according to this prototype text, were 
the only truly Marxist party and the only true party of the worker-peasant masses. 
Party history as a result was defined by the history of the Bolsheviks’ struggle with 
oppositionists, both inside and outside party ranks. The Bolsheviks prevailed in this 
long struggle only because Lenin and Stalin understood how to work with the masses 
to defeat the opposition. Etc. etc.

When Stalin rewrote the Short Course, he heightened the vanguard nature of 
the Bolshevik party and reduced its reliance on the worker-peasant masses. Stalin 
downgraded the struggle with the opposition in the summer of 1938, despite his 
earlier support for this theme, in order to argue instead that party history was all 
about the struggle to build “socialism in one country” and unify Soviet society. What’s 
more, in order to stress the role of the party vanguard in Bolshevik history, Stalin 
even went so far as to reduce his own role in the narrative in order to reassign some 
of the agency originally given to him either to Lenin or to the central party apparatus 
as a whole. 
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Journal: In terms of specific events in party history, what was Stalin’s view of 
the most seminal event in this Bolshevik epopee, the October 1917 revolution? How 
was this victory represented in the Short Course?

David Brandenberger: Stalin’s understanding of 1917  turns out to have un-
dergone a profound transformation over time. During the early years of the Soviet 
experiment in the 1920s, Stalin espoused a conventionally Leninist view of the 
1917 revolution in which domestic events were contextualized within internationalist 
ideals and a focus on party leadership was complemented by grassroots work-
er-peasant voluntarism. Perhaps the most distinctive aspect of Stalin’s early analysis 
was his insistence that nationality be considered alongside class as a key source of 
revolutionary consciousness.

Twenty years later, in 1938, Stalin’s 1917  had become an almost exclusively 
Russian Revolution, realized from above by a centralized Bolshevik vanguard. Ac-
tivism, whether on the part of workers, soldiers, peasants, women, youth, or the 
non-Russian minorities, had been downgraded or deleted. Local party organizations 
were likewise left to languish. Proletarian internationalism and the larger global con-
text of 1917 had given way to the autarchy of “socialism in one country”16.

Journal: What was Stalin’s contribution to the Short Course’s treatment of the 
national question writ large?

Mikhail Zelenov: Nationality policy was considered Stalin’s forte in the early 
Bolshevik movement and he regularly asserted in public after 1917 that the revolution 
was emancipatory not just in class terms, but in ethnic ones as well.

In 1938, however, a combination of factors led Stalin to downgrade the his-
torical priority of the national question. More important, in Stalin’s eyes, was the 
construction of a streamlined, unified historical narrative that would reinforce the 
authority and agency of the central party apparatus. In other words, Stalin’s Short 
Course was not meant to be the story of a multicultural struggle for a diverse, egali-
tarian society; instead, it was to focus on the determination of a monolithic, vanguard 
party to overthrow the old regime and build “socialism in one country”17.

Journal: How did Stalin explain the Ezhovshchina in the Short Course?
David Brandenberger: The prototype of the Short Course was developed by 

Stalin’s court historians between 1937–1938, during the years of the Ezhovshchina. 
Under Stalin’s preliminary guidance, the narrative turned out in its prototype form to 
be an absolutely paranoiac, claustrophobic vision in which domestic oppositionists 
and capitalist holdovers combined with foreign imperialists to undermine the con-
struction of socialism in the USSR. Plots and dirty dealing abounded from 1917 for-
ward; according to the prototype textbook, by 1937–1938, a massive omnipresent 
conspiracy united an unlikely alliance of leftists, rightists, domestic nationalists and 
foreign imperialists against the USSR. 

Although Stalin had supervised the construction of this narrative, he rejected it 
during the summer of 1938 — something that I think indicates that he was beginning 
to have second thoughts about the Ezhovshchina. As Stalin edited the Short Course, 
he reduced the attention that the textbook afforded to this omnipresent conspiracy. 
He disentangled domestic oppositionists from domestic capitalist holdovers, de-
nying opponents like N. I. Bukharin and A. I. Rykov direct influence over groups like 
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the kulaks. At the same time, Stalin reduced the level of contact and coordination 
between domestic oppositionists and foreign imperialists abroad  — changes that 
reduced the coherence of the conspiracy. 

In the end, these changes transformed the prototype’s imminent, existential 
threat of an all-powerful, omnipresent conspiracy into a less concrete, more abstract 
menace. Stalin also rolled back the immediacy of the conspiracy by decoupling it 
from specific crises that the USSR was facing and by asserting that any terroristic 
plans already in motion had been arrested by the purges. Put another way, if the red 
thread of the prototype Short Course had been the party’s perpetual struggle with 
the opposition, Stalin attempted in 1938 to reduce the primacy of this struggle and 
reorient the narrative the around the struggle to build socialism18.

Journal: You write that Stalin deleted a lot of the Short Course’s bombastic 
commentary about his own role in the history of the Party. What was the relationship 
between the Short Course and Stalin’s cult of personality?

David Brandenberger: When Khrushchev denounced Stalin during the Twen-
tieth Party Congress in 1956, he noted that Stalin had had the Short Course exag-
gerate his personal role in the text. This contention quickly became popular both at 
home in the USSR and abroad, as it seemed to confirm all the egotistical excesses 
of the personality cult19. New research in the former Soviet archives, however, has 
called much of this analysis into question. Scholars like Sarah Davies  and Jan 
Plamper have demonstrated that Stalin was frequently irritated by the excesses of 
his cult, particularly propaganda that focused too tightly on his personality, his idio-
syncrasies or his personal background20.

Stalin’s editing of the Short Course supports this analysis. Iaroslavskii and Pos-
pelov’s prototype textbook generally conformed to Khrushchev’s characterization of 
party history under Stalin, insofar as it attributed a vast amount of historical agency 
to the general secretary. Particularly after Lenin’s death in 1924, the manuscript 
credited Stalin with almost everything of any significance in the affairs of party and 
state. When Stalin turned to vetting the prototype Short Course during the summer of 
1938, he objected to the centrality of his biography within the text. Evidence suggest 
that Stalin regarded his personality cult — as well as the one celebrating Lenin — to 
be a necessary evil of sorts, a concession to an ill-educated Soviet population that 
was unable to make sense of unadulterated Marxism-Leninism on its own. Indeed, 
Stalin believed that his role in Soviet mass propaganda was to personify the party 
vanguard that was to lead the USSR forward to socialism21.

Inasmuch as the Short Course had been written for a more sophisticated au-
dience of party members, Stalin questioned the prototype’s tendency to attribute 
all of party history to him. In his view, this readership could handle a more orthodox 
approach to Marxism-Leninism. For that reason, during his editing of the textbook, 
he repeatedly reassigned the historical agency that the text had assigned to him to 
either Lenin or the central party apparatus, elevating particularly the latter institution 
at his personal expense. These editorial interventions resulted in the excision of pas-
sages, paragraphs and entire pages from the manuscript; ultimately, Stalin removed 
so much about himself from the Short Course that the authors of the prototype text 
protested to him about the scale of his deletions.
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This is not to say, of course, that when the  Short Course  appeared in print, 
it had been entirely purged of its commentary on Stalin. Even after such extensive 
editing, it remained a product of its times22. But Stalin’s editing of the book reveals 
that his personality cult was intended to do more than merely indulge his ego. It was 
intended to serve an instrumental, mobilizational purpose by deploying the general 
secretary as the personification of the Soviet experiment.

Journal: What else of note did Stalin alter in the party history narrative at the 
core of the Short Course?

David Brandenberger: Perhaps the two most striking revisions that immedi-
ately come to mind concern the changing contours of Soviet internationalism and 
the impending threat of war during the late 1930s. 

Internationalism was a core element of early Bolshevik propaganda and despite 
the leadership’s growing pragmatism after the October 1917 revolution, the concept 
remained key to party self-representation. The prototype Short Course prepared by 
Iaroslavskii and Pospelov for Stalin’s vetting in April 1938 contained many of the tra-
ditional hallmarks of Soviet internationalism and spent a considerable amount of time 
detailing the global context for the October 1917 revolution and socialist construction 
that followed. The international revolutionary movement received considerable at-
tention as well, as did the Comintern and its leadership of foreign communist parties. 
Finally, the conspiracies that threatened the survival and efficacy of the Bolshevik 
party and Soviet state were given a global dimension by linking them to international 
agents of imperialism and the world capitalist system.

Stalin rejected this internationalist narrative and reframed much of the history 
of the party and state in sui generis terms, stressing the “Russianness” of the rev-
olution and the autarchic nature of socialist construction in line with his doctrine of 
“socialism in one country.” This turn away from the global nature of the revolutionary 
movement was matched by a radical reduction in the amount of attention cast toward 
the Comintern. Even the international dimensions of the struggle with the opposition, 
which had been one of the defining characteristics of party history in the prototype 
text, were revised by Stalin’s red pen. Although Stalin did not entirely eliminate the 
connection of domestic anti-party conspiracies to foreign imperialists abroad, he 
reduced the level of this international coordination and command-and-control  — 
something that rendered the oppositionists opposing the Bolshevik party more 
homegrown, isolated and disorganized23.

Stalin’s revisions to the text regarding the impending threat of war during the 
late 1930s were similarly consequential. Iaroslavskii and Pospelov had designed 
their prototype party history between 1937–1938 to reflect a claustrophobic sense 
of danger to the USSR and the world socialist movement. A threat stemming from 
the structural contradictions of the USSR’s location within a capitalist encirclement, 
it was said to be catalyzed by the Great Depression, which panicked the capitalist 
countries into brutally suppressing working class activists at home while staking 
their survival on imperialist adventurism abroad. This, according to Iaroslavskii and 
Pospelov, led to domestic repression in Nazi Germany, civil war in Spain, Japanese 
intervention in China and the imminent threat of a new imperialist war against the 
USSR. 
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Stalin removes a whole section about the Comintern form the Short Course (RGASPI, 
f. 558, op. 3, d. 77, l. 303–304)

Stalin reversed this argument as he revised the Short Course. Stressing the 
USSR’s commitment to peace and the defense of the USSR, he argued that Soviet 
society was much less subject to the threat of impending invasion than Iaroslavskii 
and Pospelov had suggested. According to Stalin, although a second imperialist 
war had already begun, this was a war between capitalist powers that did not pose 
an imminent or existential threat to the USSR. This assessment, likely informed by 
the Spanish civil war, the Austrian Anschluss and the Sudetenland Crisis, probably 
left Stalin feeling ambivalent about the need for a collective security agreement with 
Great Britain and France and laid the groundwork for a non-aggression treaty with 
Nazi Germany a year later.

Journal: Finally, how has this project affected your understanding of Stalinist 
ideology and Stalinism in general?

David Brandenberger: In term of Marxism-Leninism, I think the Short Course 
confirms Stalinist ideology to have been a revolutionary ethic that aspired to change 
the world and transform people’s consciousness. That said, the ideology also prior-
itized a vanguard role for the party that allowed it to do almost whatever was neces-
sary to build a socialist society during the post-revolutionary period of the proletarian 
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dictatorship. Autarchic rather than internationalist, party ideology under Stalin was 
organized more around the idea of building “socialism in one country” than around 
sloganeering like “workers of the world, unite.” 

In terms of Stalinism as a whole, I think the Short Course demonstrates the 
ideology to have been a natural extension of Leninism, rather than a deviation of 
some sort as Khrushchev claimed24. A true believer, Stalin used Lenin’s authority to 
essentialize Marxism’s broad and diverse tradition of thought into a handful of key 
concepts  — vanguardism, socialism in one country, the struggle with the opposi-
tionist, etc. — in a way that left the ideology remarkably hierarchical, doctrinaire and 
parochial. 

Stalin clearly intended the Short Course to be a central element in the socialist 
indoctrination of Soviet society. It was intended to be a master narrative that would 
coordinate all mass culture in the USSR around the task of transforming popular 
consciousness and historical memory en masse. That said, I am not sure that the 
Short Course was a very good vehicle for this indoctrinational project. Even after 
Stalin’s editing, it was anything but short and accessible. Worse, the Short Course 
offered a storyline that was anonymous, schematic and bloodless — something that 
many found hard to understand, much less embrace. A far cry from the “usable past” 
that Stalin had originally sought, his Short Course probably contributed more to the 
ossification of party ideology in the USSR than to its mobilizational potential.

1 Stalin’s Master Narrative: A Critical Edition of the Short Course on the History of the Com-
munist Party (Bolsheviks), eds D. Brandenberger and M. Zelenov (New Haven, 2019). 
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